Abstract. Species distribution models are usually evaluated with cross-validation. In this procedure evaluation statistics are computed from model predictions for sites of presence and absence that were not used to train (fit) the model. Using data for 226 species, from six regions, and two species distribution modeling algorithms (Bioclim and MaxEnt), I show that this procedure is highly sensitive to ''spatial sorting bias'': the difference between the geographic distance from testing-presence to training-presence sites and the geographic distance from testing-absence (or testing-background) to training-presence sites. I propose the use of pairwise distance sampling to remove this bias, and the use of a null model that only considers the geographic distance to training sites to calibrate cross-validation results for remaining bias. Model evaluation results (AUC) were strongly inflated: the null model performed better than MaxEnt for 45% and better than Bioclim for 67% of the species. Spatial sorting bias and area under the receiver-operator curve (AUC) values increased when using partitioned presence data and random-absence data instead of independently obtained presence-absence testing data from systematic surveys. Pairwise distance sampling removed spatial sorting bias, yielding null models with an AUC close to 0.5, such that AUC was the same as null model calibrated AUC (cAUC). This adjustment strongly decreased AUC values and changed the ranking among species. Cross-validation results for different species are only comparable after removal of spatial sorting bias and/or calibration with an appropriate null model.
INTRODUCTION
Species distribution models (SDMs), also known as climate envelope models, ecological niche models, and habitat suitability models, use environmental data for sites of occurrence (presence) of a species to predict all the sites where the environmental conditions are suitable for the species to persist, and may be expected to occur (see Elith and Leathwick [2009] and Zimmermann et al. [2010] for recent reviews). Here I only consider ''presence-only'' models, including models that use randomly sampled ''background'' sites, but not models where both presence and absence sites are used to fit a SDM. Presence-only models are more frequently used than presence/absence models because of the wide availability of occurrence data (e.g., from museum collections; Graham et al. 2004) compared to presence/ absence data from systematic surveys. The application of SDMs is a very active field of research, but a number of methodological problems remain insufficiently addressed. A particularly pressing question is how to assess the quality of SDMs (Arau´jo and Guisan 2006 , Lobo et al. 2007 , Jime´nez-Valverde 2011 , Merckx et al. 2011 ).
The predictive power of SDMs is commonly evaluated through cross-validation. In this procedure, models are fitted with ''training'' data and evaluated with a separate set of ''testing'' data (Fielding and Bell 1997) . That is, data that were not used to fit the model are used to evaluate its predictions for sites of known presence and for sites of known (or assumed) absence of a species. If independent data sets are not available, they can be created through partitioning the entire data set into training and testing data, typically with ''k-fold'' subsampling. Testing data must have absence records, but as most species occurrence data used in SDM are not from systematic surveys, these are often not available. For that reason, most studies use sites that are randomly sampled from the study area (''pseudo-absence,'' ''random-absence,'' or ''background'') instead of absence data. Cross-validation is considered the preferred approach to evaluate this type of models because (1) SDMs typically use climate variables that are strongly correlated with each other, such that more traditional (internal) goodness of fit statistics, that require that the variables used are statistically independent, are highly inflated and (2) because the objective of the use of SDM tends to be prediction, not explanation or hypothesis testing, and hence an estimate of ''predictive power'' is often more relevant than ''significance.'' Manuscript received 6 May 2011; revised 1 September 2011; accepted 6 September 2011. Corresponding Editor: M. Fortin.
1 E-mail: rhijmans@ucdavis.edu Several statistical measures can be computed from the predictions for the testing sites (the sites of known presence and [assumed] absence; Fielding and Bell 1997 , Pearce and Ferrier 2000 , Liu et al. 2011 . The most commonly used measure (Merckx et al. 2011 ) is the ''area under the receiver-operator-curve'' (AUC), which is a measure of discrimination that can be computed from the Wilcoxon (also known as Mann-Whitney) rank-sum test statistic (W) for the difference between two samples (Pearce and Ferrier 2000) . If predictions for all sites of known presence are higher than predictions for all sites of known absence, AUC is 1 and an AUC value of 0.5 is considered to be equivalent to a random draw. However, if ''background'' data are used instead of absence data, these numbers are lower because the species will in fact be present in a fraction of the background sites (Phillips et al. 2006 , Jime´nez-Valverde 2011 . The use of AUC in evaluating SDMs has been criticized (Lobo et al. 2007 , Peterson et al. 2008 , Jime´nez-Valverde 2011 , but here I do not discuss the merits of AUC relative to other evaluation statistics; I use it as an example to discuss general problems with cross-validation, irrespective of the particular evaluation statistic used.
Because of spatial autocorrelation, the environment (climate in particular) of nearby sites is expected to be more similar than that of distant sites ( Fig. 1; Koenig 2002) . It follows that the nearer testing-presence sites are to training-presence sites the more similar their environments, and the higher the predicted suitability of those sites will be (Segurado et al. 2006 , Veloz 2009 ). Likewise, the more distant the testing-absence sites from the training-presence sites, the lower the model predictions for those sites will be (Elith et al. 2006 , Bahn and McGill 2007 , Lobo et al. 2007 , 2010 , Chefaoui and Lobo 2008 . While these are not exact relationships because geographic patterns in environmental data can be quite complex, they will generally hold, and therefore model evaluation statistics should improve when the extent of a study area increases (absence sites tend to be further away from the presence sites), and when the range size of a species decreases (testing-presence sites tend to be nearer to training-presence sites).
The distance between training-presence and testingpresence sites will tend to be smaller than the distance between training-presence and testing-absence sites. I refer to this phenomenon of ''attraction'' of testingpresence sites and ''repulsion'' of testing-absence sites to presence-training sites as ''spatial sorting bias.'' This bias is likely very common, such that cross-validation results should generally be inflated (Hampe 2004 , Arau´jo et al. 2005 , Segurado et al. 2006 , Veloz 2009 ). The amount of inflation will vary from case to case, and, therefore, cross-validation statistics are not absolute numbers that can be compared across species or studies. For example, this type of inflation can explain why models for species with a narrow range tend to have very high AUC values (Elith et al. 2006 , Lobo et al. 2007 , Raes and ter Steege 2007 , Jime´nez-Valverde et al. 2008 , while, compared to widespread species, their distribution is more likely to be constrained by non-climatic factors that are not variables in the model (cf. Schwartz et al. 2006) . Note that in presence-only models there are no training-absence sites and hence training data and training-presence data are equivalent (some presenceonly models use randomly sampled values in stead of absence data, but that is not relevant in the context of the present paper).
FIG. 1.
The relationship between the geographic distance between sites and the similarity of their climate (average annual temperature and annual precipitation), obtained by computing the geographic distance between 2500 random terrestrial sites (excluding Antarctica) and the absolute difference between their mean annual temperatures and total annual precipitation according to the WorldClim database (Hijmans et al. 2005) for 100 km wide bins. Climatic similarity is linearly dependent on geographic distance at geographic distances relevant for species distribution modeling (,2500 km). Temperature values are also similar at very large distances because sites become near-antipodal (at the opposite side of the earth), and hence at a similar latitude in another hemisphere.
For unbiased cross-validation the issue is not that model testing data need to be independent of model training data, rather, the requirement should be that the attraction of testing-presence sites to training sites is the same as the attraction of testing-absence sites to training sites. It is possible to statistically test for differences in attraction/repulsion (Diggle and Cox 1983) but in the context of validating SDM the objective would be to remove such bias from the data. To achieve that, one could filter out test sites that are very close to training sites (Segurado et al. 2006 , Pearson et al. 2007 , Veloz 2009 , Merckx et al. 2011 but such an approach is unlikely to eliminate spatial sorting bias entirely, because of the strong spatial autocorrelation, over long distances, in climate data (Fig. 1) . It follows that, whether or not an attempt is made to remove bias from the evaluation data, the effect of spatial sorting bias still needs to be quantified, such that evaluation results can be adjusted accordingly. This can be done with an appropriate null model. SDM null models have been developed to test the strength of species/climate associations (Beale et al. 2009 , Chapman 2010 and to improve testing for statistical significance (Raes and ter Steege 2007 , Merckx et al. 2011 . As far as I know, null models have not been used to address the problem of spatial sorting bias in crossvalidation. Here I propose a new approach to crossvalidation in which evaluation data is subsampled to minimize spatial sorting bias, and in which the evaluation results are adjusted with a geographic null model that captures the effect of any remaining spatial sorting bias. The proposed geographic null model is solely based on the spatial pattern of the model training sites. It computes the inverse geographic distance to the nearest model training (presence) sites. The null model can be evaluated with the same testing data, and the same evaluation statistic as used for the SDM. This procedure establishes how easy it is to predict presence/absence in the test data from the geographic position of the training data alone, very much like classical species range maps developed by drawing polygons around areas of known occurrence. The null model does not use any environmental data and if there were no spatial autocorrelation, knowledge of the geographic location of training sites would be of no value to the model, and the expected AUC value for the null model would be 0.5. Bahn and McGill (2007) showed, in a model comparison context with species abundance data, that geographic distance based models can outperform SDM approaches.
I illustrate the use of the null model by computing AUC for 226 species showing that the predictions made with the null model are highly correlated with those for the SDMs. This indicates that standard model evaluation statistics are inflated, and that there is a strong variation in the amount of bias between models for different species. I also show that using random-absence and data partitioning further increases AUC values; that sampling can be used to remove spatial sorting bias from evaluation data; and that removing bias leads to generally lower AUC values, and to strong differences in the relative performance of models for different species.
METHODS
I modeled the distribution of 226 species from six regions: the Australian Wet Tropics, Ontario (Canada), New South Wales (Australia), New Zealand, tropical South America, and Switzerland. These data are described in detail by Elith et al. (2006) and consist of a model training data (presence-only), randomly sampled background data, and independently obtained model testing data (presence and absence data obtained from systematic surveys).
I used two species distribution modeling algorithms: Bioclim (Nix 1986 ) and MaxEnt (Phillips et al. 2006 ) via the dismo package (Hijmans et al. 2011) in R (R Development Core Team 2010). Bioclim is a classical climate envelope model that computes the suitability of a site by comparing the values of environmental variables at any site to the percentile distribution of the values at sites of known occurrence (training sites). MaxEnt, probably the most widely used SDM method, is a machine-learning algorithm that uses presence and background data. I used a null model that only considers the geographic distance to known occurrences, as implemented in the geoDist function in the dismo package. This function computes the inverse geographic distance to the nearest training site (sites of known occurrence). Distances ,1 m get the highest possible value of 1, all other values are lower.
I used two approaches to select testing-presence data (with or without pooling and subsampling of the training and testing data sets) and two approaches to select testing-absence data (survey or random absence). I evaluated these four treatments in two ways (with or without correcting the testing data for geographic bias), leading to a total of eight treatments.
For all treatments, I computed the mean distance of testing-presence sites to the nearest training-presence site (Dp) and the mean distance of testing-absence sites to the nearest training-presence site (Da), using the ssb function in dismo. SSB ¼ Dp/Da is an indicator of spatial sorting bias, where SSB ¼ 1 suggests there is no spatial sorting bias and a SSB near 0 indicates extreme spatial sorting bias.
In the baseline treatment, models were fit with the training data and evaluated with the independently obtained presence/absence testing data, as in Elith et al. (2006) . I also evaluated these models after sub-sampling the testing data using pairwise distance sampling to attempt to remove spatial sorting bias from the testing data, using the pwdSample function in dismo. The first step in this approach is to compute, for each testingpresence site, the distance to the nearest trainingpresence site. Each testing-presence site is paired with the testing-absence site that has the most similar distance to its nearest training-presence site. If the difference between the two distances is more than a specified threshold (I used 33%) the presence site is not used. Each testing-absence site was only used once. The baseline treatment, as described above, evaluated with these adjusted testing data, is referred to as the baselineadjusted treatment.
In two additional treatments, I combined the presence sites from the test and training data and partitioned these into new training and testing sites sets by randomly taking 25% of the records for model testing, and 75% for model training. This mimics the common approach to data partitioning used in most SDM studies. With these new training data, I created a new set of 226 models and I evaluated these models in two ways: with the model testing data without attempting to correct for spatial sorting bias (the combined treatment) and after applying the pairwise distance sampling method (the combinedadjusted treatment).
I also evaluated the models of the two main treatments described above (baseline or combined) using random sites instead of the absence sites from the presence/absence data; again to have treatments that are more comparable to common practice in species distribution modeling, as independently obtained absence data are seldom available for model testing. The number of absence sites selected was twice the number of presence records. In a final treatment, I adjusted these evaluation data for spatial sorting bias. This yielded four additional treatments: baseline-random, baseline-random-adjusted, combined-random, and combined-random-adjusted.
For all eight treatments, I computed the AUC and the calibrated AUC (cAUC) for all species and for Bioclim and MaxEnt, according to Eq. 1
Where cAUC s,m is the calibrated AUC, AUC s,m is the standard AUC, and nAUC s is the null model AUC for species s and model m. In the probably rare case where nAUC , 0.5, cAUC is the same as AUC; although one could choose to adjust the value of cAUC as in the case where nAUC . 0.5, I see no reason to increase a crossvalidation result when a SDM cannot benefit from spatial autocorrelation.
RESULTS
The median AUC for the 226 modeled species was 0.64 for Bioclim and 0.73 for MaxEnt in the baseline treatment (Table 1 , Fig. 2A) . These values are very close to those reported by Elith et al. (2006) , who used a different implementation of Bioclim and an early version of the MaxEnt software. The median AUC for the geographic null model was 0.69. This is higher than for Bioclim, and also slightly higher (not statistically significant) than the results that Elith et al. (2006) reported for the BRUTO, DOMAIN, GAM, GARP, GLM, and MARS methods. The median calibrated AUC, cAUC (Eq. 1), was 0.46 for Bioclim and 0.52 for MaxEnt. The AUC of the null model was a good predictor of the standard AUC values, particularly for MaxEnt (Fig. 3) .
Combining and then randomly partitioning training and testing presence data (without adjustment) resulted in higher AUC values than for the unadjusted baseline data, and in very low cAUC values (Table 1) . Using random testing-absence data further increased AUC values: the median value was 0.78 for Bioclim, 0.92 for MaxEnt, and 0.93 for the null model (Table 1) . For MaxEnt, AUC increased with 0.13 when models were evaluated with random-absence rather than with surveyabsence.
In the unadjusted data, spatial sorting bias was strong, but with large variation between species and regions ( Table 2 ). The median value for SSB ¼ Dp/Da (in km) was 19/49 ¼ 0.38 for the baseline treatment, 19/ 77 ¼ 0.24 for the baseline-random treatment, 5/26 ¼ 0.17 for the combined treatment and 5/43 ¼ 0.11 for the combined-random treatment. All adjusted treatments had a SSB of 1. The ranking of SSB by region for unadjusted treatments closely resembled the ranking of AUC values (Table 2) . Notes: The numbers in parenthesis are the 10th and 90th percentiles. The ''baseline'' treatments use independently obtained model training and testing data. For the ''combined'' treatment, the original training and testing presence data were pooled, and a random sample of 75% of the records was used for model training, and 25% for model testing. In the random treatments, random background data are used instead of absence data, and in the adjusted treatments, evaluation data were corrected for spatial sorting bias with pairwise distance sampling (see Methods).
Pairwise distance sampling removed, as expected, most spatial sorting bias, and the median AUC for the null model was 0.5 in both the baseline-and combinedadjusted treatments (Table 1 ; Fig. 2C, D, G, H) . The median cAUC values were also similar in the four treatments where the test data were adjusted for spatial sorting (0.56-0.58 for Bioclim and 0.59-0.68 for MaxEnt), and higher than in the unadjusted treatments (Table 1 ). In the baseline treatment, 37% of the Bioclim models and 58% of the MaxEnt models had an AUC greater than 0.7 (this threshold is often used to determine if a model is ''good''). In the baseline-adjusted treatment, only 8% of the Bioclim and 17% of the MaxEnt models had a cAUC greater than 0.7; and in the combined-adjusted treatment this was 8% for Bioclim and MaxEnt. The highest cAUC values (26% of the models with a value greater than 0.7) were obtained with MaxEnt in the baseline-adjusted-random treatment (Table 1) .
Despite the similarity in the distribution of cAUC values for the adjusted treatments, their relationship at the species level was noisy. For example, regression lines between cAUC for the baseline-adjusted and the combined-adjusted treatments had a slope of 0.38 (R 2 ¼ 0.1) for Bioclim and 0.61 (R 2 ¼ 0.24) for MaxEnt. The relation between the baseline AUC and the baselineadjusted cAUC values was also weak (R 2 was 0.23 for Bioclim and 0.36 for MaxEnt). This was also true for the relation between the combined treatment AUC and the combined-adjusted treatment cAUC (R 2 was 0.24 for Bioclim and 0.21 for MaxEnt). MaxEnt models had a higher AUC than Bioclim models for 167 species in the baseline treatment, and for 134 species in the combinedadjusted treatment, but only for 110 species (49% of the cases) was MaxEnt better in both treatments. These results show that the ranking of models can change when changing approaches to data selection for crossvalidation and when considering cAUC rather than AUC. This was also illustrated by aggregating the results by region, which showed strong differences between the AUC and the cAUC results. For example, the models of the species from South America had the highest median AUC values for MaxEnt (0.81) in the baseline treatment, but the one but lowest median cAUC values in the baseline-adjusted treatment, and the lowest in the combined-adjusted treatment ( Table 2 ). The   FIG. 2 . Area under the receiver-operator curve (AUC) for 226 species modeled with an inverse-distance geographic null model (D) and two species distribution models: Bioclim (BC) and MaxEnt (ME) for eight treatments. See Table 1 for an explanation of the treatments. The median value is indicated by the black line, and first and inter-quartile range by the box. Whiskers cover the full range of the data, except when there are outliers (indicated as dots). models of the species from Switzerland were reasonably good overall: cAUC values were greater than 0.75 when using random background absence data and near 0.65 when using survey absence data (Table 2) .
DISCUSSION
The strong relation between cross-validation results for the geographic null model and those for the two species distribution models clearly illustrates that uncalibrated cross-validation results are strongly influenced by spatial sorting bias. This, and the strong variation in AUC values between treatments, show that it is impossible to directly interpret uncalibrated crossvalidation results, or to compare such results across species and data sets. Therefore, reporting and interpreting cross validation results for SDMs is only useful if spatial sorting bias is removed from the evaluation sites and/or if the results are calibrated with the results for a null model. Common statements like ''a model with an AUC that is higher than 0.7 is a good model'' are inappropriate, unless it is shown that a null model that accounts for spatial sorting bias has an AUC of about 0.5. Similarly, the notion that an SDM performs better than a random draw when AUC . 0.5, is in most cases incorrect, because that requires the generally unsupported assumption that there is no spatial sorting bias in the evaluation data.
Inverse-distance is an easy to understand and easy to compute null model for evaluating SDMs. The null model estimates the amount of spatial sorting bias in the testing data; but the exact effect of this bias on model evaluation depends on the amount of spatial autocorrelation in the environmental data, the sites used, and the particular SDM algorithm. It could well be that the null model overestimates bias, as is suggested by the very low cAUC values in the unadjusted treatments, relative to those for the adjusted treatments. It could be of interest to develop a more refined null model, perhaps by considering multi-site instead of nearest neighbor distance, and/or by using a different distance decay function than the hyperbolical (1/x) proposed here (which would matter for evaluation statistics like the correlation coefficient, but not for the AUC), perhaps informed by spatial autocorrelation in the predictor variables used by the model. However, as demonstrated in this paper, one can avoid ''over-calibration'' by first sub-sampling evaluation sites using pairwise distance sampling or a comparable method. Sub-sampling is particularly easy to implement when using random absence data. Therefore, I recommend to first use pairwise distance sampling or a comparable method to remove spatial sorting bias, and then compute and report cAUC (cAUC values should be very close to AUC values after removing spatial sorting bias).
The AUC values obtained with random-absence data were higher than with observed-absence data. This difference was particularly large for the unadjusted treatment, which suggests that while using randomabsence lowers the maximum AUC that can theoretically be obtained (Phillips et al. 2006) as well as the threshold that should be considered a random draw (Jime´nez-Valverde 2011), using random absence may, in practice, lead to increased AUC values, even after removing spatial sorting bias from the evaluation data.
Adjustment with pairwise distance sampling effectively removed spatial sorting bias. Another source of bias, Notes: Also shown are the median distance to the geographically nearest training-presence site for testing-presence (Dp) and testing-absence (Da) sites, and the number of testing presence (Np) and testing absence (Na) sites. Values are for 226 species from six different regions and eight treatments. See Table 1 for an explanation of the treatments and Fig. 3 for the region codes.
which I have ignored in this paper, is the distribution of presence-testing sites relative to presence-training sites. Although absence-testing sites were selected to get matching patterns for testing-presence and testingabsence data, it is important to also assure that testing sites have a balanced distribution across the range of the species (Vaughan and Ormerod 2003) , and perhaps data partitioning should use spatial stratification to assure this. In this paper, the null model was applied to presence-only models, but a similar approach could be developed for presence/absence models using, for example, an inverse-distance-weighted-based prediction of presence (1) and absence (0) in the training data.
Following general rules of sampling design, it has been suggested that training and testing data should ideally be obtained from independent systematic surveys (Elith et al. 2006, Arau´jo and Guisan 2006) and that this can alleviate the problem of inflated cross-validation results (Veloz 2009 , Gogol-Prokurat 2011 . This might be true in many cases, as in the data set analyzed in this paper, as AUC values were further inflated by combining and partitioning presence training and testing data. However, this may not always be the case because, if two surveys are independent in the sense that they were carried out by different researchers, this does not imply that they produce spatially independent samples because, for a number of reasons, different surveys may tend to go to the same places (Hijmans et al. 2000) . And even if the two samples are equivalent to two independent random samples, inflation of cross-validation results may still occur, because what affects crossvalidation is the spatial sorting bias. Therefore, independent systematic survey data are not the ''goldstandard'' that they have been proclaimed to be (Jime´nez-Valverde 2011) . AUC and cAUC were highly sensitive to the evaluation approach used, even for the 'adjusted' treatments. It might therefore be best, even if independent survey data are available, to standardize SDM evaluation by using (k-fold) partitioned presence sites and random background sites that are adjusted for spatial sorting bias, because such data can be created for all species.
The problem of spatial sorting bias exists because of the presence of spatial autocorrelation. The ecological literature on spatial autocorrelation focuses on the problem of increased probability of Type-I error in hypotheses tests, and of biased variable selection and parameter estimation (Bahn et al. 2006 , Dormann et al. 2007 although Hawkins et al. [2007] suggest that this bias is uncommon in the analysis of macroecological data). One can attempt to account for the effect of spatial autocorrelation through the use of, e.g., autoregressive models (see Dormann et al. 2007 for a discussion of different approaches), and this can improve the ''internal'' evaluation of model fit and statistical significance. However, when such models are evaluated with cross-validation, one still needs to remove spatial sorting bias and/or use a geographic null model to obtain unbiased results.
The approach to cross-validation proposed in the present paper is not relevant when testing sites are very far away from the training data, for example, in another continent (but cross-validation may, in those cases, nevertheless, be strongly influenced by, e.g., the spatial extent from which the evaluation sites are drawn). The need for comparing with a null model would seem unimportant in model comparison studies like Elith et al. (2006) , as all models are evaluated with the same bias, and in model selection and model averaging (Thuiller 2003) . However, the results presented in this paper question that assumption because the difference in performance between MaxEnt and Bioclim was reduced after removing spatial sorting bias and calibrating AUC values; because a very good model before calibration can be a very poor model after calibration (as was the case for many of the South American species); and because the relations between cross-validation results for the different treatments were noisy.
Comparisons of model results between species, regions, or any other results obtained with a different combination of model training and testing data are questionable if the results are not calibrated. The results presented here therefore question the conclusions of previous work that was based on comparing uncalibrated AUC values between different models. For example, Pearman et al. (2010) found that models for groups below the species level (e.g., clades) are better than models for species. However, the smaller the range of the group studied, the smaller the distance between testingpresence and training-presence sites will get; and hence Pearman et al.'s results may only reflect this statistical artifact. Heikkinen et al. (2006) summarize the results of a number of studies as follows: ''species at the margin of their range or with low prevalence were better predicted than widespread species, and species with clumped distributions better than widely scattered dispersed species.'' However, without a null model that penalizes spatial sorting bias, it is unclear to what extent the results of these studies reflect changes in model performance or mainly changes in the spatial configuration of model training relative to model testing data.
The cAUC values were very low, supporting the notion that failure to account for spatial structure in the data may have led to inflated confidence in SDMs (Beale et al. 2008 , Chapman 2010 . Arau´jo et al. (2009) argued against this by showing that AUC values increased for the species modeled by Beale et al. (2008) when they used more occurrence records. However, the evidence presented in the present paper suggest that this increase in AUC might be an artifact of a larger sample size, as this will decrease the expected geographic distance between testing and training sites.
It is important to note, however, that a low cAUC means that there is no support for the statement that a SDM is good, but it does not prove that the model is bad. In some cases, the available data simply won't allow for establishing, through cross-validation, that a model has good predictive power. If the species occurs at a high density in a single small contiguous range, a SDM might be able to correctly model the distribution, but it would be nearly impossible to outperform a geographic null model. If, however, a species occurs in a number of clumps that are far apart, testing and training presence sites can be spatially separated, and cAUC values could be high. Thus, the cAUC removes spatial sorting bias, and allows for comparing results between studies, but it does not capture everything. While the use of AUC clearly leads to inflated model evaluation results, the use of cAUC will likely lead to a situation where crossvalidation provides no support for some models even if these models provide a reasonably good description of the relation between the environment and the distribution of a species. In such cases, careful data collection and partitioning may allow for improved model evaluation (Vaughan and Ormerod 2003) .
Because of the problematic nature of cross-validation, particularly when no attempt is made to correct for spatial sorting bias, it remains unclear if we can use SDMs to adequately extrapolate the distribution of species across space and time, particularly for species with a narrow range. More SDM validation work is needed with species for which there are independent data sets across large areas, or large time periods, especially if this can lead to insights about which species are more (un)suitable for use in SDM (Dobrowski et al. 2011 ). Cross-validating SDMs is inherently problematic, even when the results are deflated with a null model, as it is affected by the approach use to creating training and testing data. Therefore, I believe that modelers should focus less on cross-validation, and more on the quality of the occurrence data used (Lobo 2008) , on the biology of the species studied, and use a ''comprehensive toolbox of evaluation measures'' (Elith and Leathwick 2009) . For example, they could build models that incorporate known mechanisms (Kearney and Porter 2009, Monahan 2009) , use a-priori relevant predictor variables (Austin 2002) , and use alternative model selection criteria such as AIC (Warren and Seifert 2011) . The resulting models might have a lower cross-validation score, but, nevertheless, be a more relevant description of a species' environmental requirements.
